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NAME: ___________________________ .CLASS:3RD. 3RD QUARTER.SCORE: _________
PROF: MR VELAZQUEZ.
LANGUAGE ART TEST.
SET A
OBJECTIVES: TO TEST THE STUDENTS ABILITIES TO…
-recognize and use the action verb studied in class,
-recognize the vocabulary studied in class,
-recognize the Simple Past Tense,
-recognize the Simple Present Tense.
-recognize the Direct Object.
I ))- Underline the ACTION VERB in each sentence.
1- My father and mother decided to make a nice dinner for us.
2- Mr. McArthur works in a very important scientific project.
3- Tania, Beth and Sue practice sports every day.
4- His father drives a big truck.
5- My sister watches TV every night.
II )) Circle the correct alternative A, B or C.
1-I saw a _____________ show in Disney World two years ago.
A-fabulous
B-watchful
C- dismay
2-The students answered the test under the teacher`s ______________ eye.
A-disbelief
B-offered
C-watchful
3-She works hard and the boss _____________ her a better job.
A-dismay
B-features
C-offered
4- I don`t know why Rose _____________ to dance in the Christmas Show.
A- watchful
B- refused
C-unique

5- The school student’s ____________ food and money for the people in need.
A-donated. B- splendid C-watchful.

III )) - SIMPLE PAST TENSE: Select the correct alternative
1-Bob`s mom __________ some presents for my birthday.
A-brought
B-planted
C-wrote
D-studied.
2-We ___________ to finish our homework before 4:00 o`clock
A-hurried

B- visited

C-told

D-bought

3-The farmers _______________ the seeds last week.
A-planted

B-sat

C-learned

D-write.

4-Beth ____________ in the competition and won.
A- Watched

B-skated

C- research

D-slept.

IV ))- VOCABULARY: Circle the correct alternative A,B,C, or D.
1-The kids looked in __________________ the huge rocks falling down.
A-disbelief B-fabulous C-offered D-donated .
2- It was raining cats and dogs. The boys looked at the rain with sadness and ____________.
A-features. B- dismay C-unique D-watchful.
3- It was a _____________ show. Everyone loved it.
A- offered. B-disbelief C- fabulous. D- desappear.
4- The giraffe long neck makes it a ______________ animal.
A-donated. B-dismay C- leader.

D-unique

V)) SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE: Write each sentence in the Present Tense. Use the correct form
of the verb in parentheses.( )
1- My grandpa (know) how to drive the biggest trucks.

2- She`s a bright girl; she (fix) radios and TVs.

3- She (make) a list of everything she needs before coming to school.

4-My brother and sister (spend) all day long on the phone.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VI ))- DRAW ONE LINE UNDER THE SUBJECT AND TWO LINES UNDER PREDICATE. CIRCLE THE
MAIN VERB AND THE DIRECT OBJECT.

1- I decided to study Astronomy .

2- Ashly found a beautiful cat in the back of her car.

3- Robert likes to play games with his friends.

READING TEST.READ THE FOLLOWING READING CAREFULLY:
“HEIDI”
(( 1 )) This passage is adapted from HEIDI, by Johanna Spyri. HEIDI was a girl from
the Swiss mountains who came to live in the city to be a friend to Clara. Clara could no walk
and spent most of her time in a wheelchair. The other people in the house were Miss
Rottenmeier, the housekeeper, Sebastian, the butler. One day HEIDI went for a walk and came
back with two kittens hidden in her pockets. Sebastian greeted her at the door.
(( 2 )) “Come up quickly, little Miss,” he urged. “They are all waiting for you in the
dinning room. Miss Rottenmeier looks like a loaded cannon. How could you run away like
that?”
HEIDI sat down quietly on her chair. Nobody said a word, and there was a uncomfortable
silence. At last Miss Rottenmeier began with a severe and solemn voice: “I shall speak with you
later, HEIDI. How can you leave the house without a word? Your behavior was very remiss. The
idea of walking about till so late!”
“Meow!” was the reply.
“I didn`t,” HEIDI began-----“Meow!”
“This is enough,” Miss Rottenmeier tried to say, but her voice was hoarse with fury. “Get
up and leave the room.”
“Heidi got up. She began again. “I made ------” Meow! Meow! Meow! ------”
“Heidi,” said Clara now, “why do you always say “meow” again if you see that Miss
Rottenmeier is angry?”
“I am not doing it, it`s the kittens”, she explained.
((3 )) “What? Cats? Kittens?” screamed the housekeeper. “Sebastian, take the
horrible things away!” With that she ran into the study, locking herself in, for she feared
kittens beyond anything on earth. When Sebastian had finished his laugh, he came to the
room. He had foreseen the excitement, having caught sight of the kittens when Heidi came in.
The scene was a very peaceful one now; Clara was sitting in her wheelchair with the kittens in
her lap, and Heidi was standing beside her. They both played happily with the two graceful
creatures. The butler promised to look after the newcomers and prepared a bed for them in a
basket.
QUESTIONNAIRE
I))- Say the paragraph (P) and Lines(s) where the following information appear:
1-P______ L(s) __________ The readers learn who is the author of the book.
2-P______L(s)___________ The place where they were waiting for Heidi in the house.
3-P______L(s)___________ The housekeeper asks the butler to take the cats away.
4- P______L(s)__________ The butler prepared a nice place for the cats to sleep.

I))- Answer the following questions from the text above:
1- Where were they waiting for Heidi?
2- What happened when Heidi sat down on her chair?
3- What did the housekeeper ask Sebastian to do?
4-Did Clara have the kittens with her?
5- What did Clara and Heidi do with the kittens?
6- What did the butler promise to do?
II))- Multiple choice. Circle the correct alternative:
1- At the beginning of the passage, why was Miss Rottenmeier upset?
A- Sebastian was late with dinner.
B- Clara was begging to have a pet.
C- Heidi had brought stray animals into the house.
D- Heidi had gone for a walk without asking permission.
2- What did Sebastian mean when he compared Miss Rottenmeier to a “loaded cannon”?
A- She was holding a lot of money.
B- She might explode with anger.
C- She was standing very straight and tall.
D- She was carrying heavy stones in her pockets.

3- How did Sebastian probably feel about the kittens?
A- He was afraid of them.
B- He liked to tease them.
C- He was annoyed with them.
D- He felt kindly toward them.
4- Miss Rottenmeier ran into the study because she was…
A- …extremely angry.
B- …looking for Heidi.
C- …afraid of the kittens.
D- …sent out of the room.

5- What did Sebastian see when he came back into the room?
A- The kittens sitting in the basket.
B- Heidi trying to hide the kittens.
C- Clara holding the kittens in her lap.
D- Miss Rottenmeier greeting two guests.
III))- By using no less than 40 words, write a short paragraph about the reading above
(Heidi). Did you like it? WHY?
Write about the characters, the animals, etc.

